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This pair of finely painted and illuminated lacquer doors, filled with Safavid-revival figures in narrative
and at leisure, is a wonderful example of high-quality Qajar craftsmanship. Each door consists of one
vertical panel with two horizontal panels above and below, all within a wide frame. The panels all have

arabesque corner-pieces, with central figural cartouches decorated in relief. In the vertical panels, there
are additional raised pendants above and below the central figural cartouches, filled with inscriptions

and split-palmette motifs. Various types of exquisitely painted animals, including lions, bulls, and birds,
fill the background of the vertical panels. Figures at leisure in garden landscape occupy background in

the horizontal cartouches. The outer frames contain a narrow geometric border, followed by a wider
arabesque border. The portion of the frames above and below each panel are narrative compositions,

some with figures engaging in a scholarly debate, while others seem more dramatic.

Lacquer doors were produced as early as the end of sixteenth century, during the Safavid period, and
continues to be made in the Qajar period, up until the early twentieth century. Finely executed examples
such as this would have been used for Safavid and Qajar palaces, as well as the pavilions of members
of the upper echelon of the Persian society. With their decorative scheme based on a combination of

manuscript paintings, lacquer work, book bindings and even contemporary Persian metalwork,
producing these doors would require collaboration between craftsmen from different specialties. For
example, the figural and animal depictions on the doors would require painters who are well-versed in
seventeenth-century Persian manuscript painting repertoire, while the papier-mâché relief appearance

such as that on our example would require assistance from lacquer workers. 



Although most of the known surviving doors of this type date to the nineteenth century, where the
painting tradition in Iran had shifted dramatically, the style of painting as applied on the doors remained

largely the same. This has caused problems for art historians in dating the doors, especially when
coupled with the fact that sometimes calligraphers inscribe apocryphal dates on the finished products.

Indeed, our example bears an apocryphal date of 1032 AH/ 1622-3 AD at the bottom of one of the
cartouches which contains a line of poetry. Two characteristics from our example, however, suggests it

was most likely produced between mid-nineteenth century to twentieth century. Firstly, the papier-mâché
relief effect, which does not appear on original seventeenth century doors, can be found on a group of
lacquer doors including ours, dated to the mid-nineteenth century. Secondly, the most telling evidence
for a later example is the size of turbans worn by figures – as a general rule, the later the painting, the

bigger the turban. 

Nevertheless, the composition of cartouches and depiction of figures on our example strongly recall, in
particular, a double frontispiece from the “Vignier Album” dated to ca.1590-1610 in the collection of the
Smithsonian Institute (S1986.277, S1986.278). The embracing couple inside the central cartouche, for
example, is almost a mirror image of that on the left-hand side of the frontispiece, except the difference
in headgear and outfits. The margin paintings on the Vignier frontispiece, depicting figures at leisure but

also some fighting scenes, are in similar ideas as the border paintings on the door. 

Recently scholars have refocused on the ‘Safavid-revival’ style, recognising the artistic value of lacquer
works produced in the Qajar period in their own rights. Eva Baer (1995), for example, recognises the

“revivalist tendencies” as a conscious attempt of the Qajars to create a visual bridge between the
tradition and their own world. 

The inscription in the vertical panels, below the central figural cartouches, is a ghazal by Hāfiz
(No.366,Ghazaliyāt):

میا هدمآ  هاج  تمشح و  يپ  ھن  رد  نیدب  ام 

میا هدمآ  هانپ  ھب  اجنیا  ھثداح  دب  زو 

 مدع دحرس  میقشع و ز  لزنم  ور  هر 

 میا هدمآ هار  ھمھ  نیا  دوجو  میلقا  ھب  ات 

We haven't come to this door looking for glory or grandeur

Seeking refuge from bad fortune has brought us here

From nothingness to existence, we have come all this way

As we are travelers of love, and to love we adhere

Comparative material:

A double frontispiece from the Smithsonian Institute (S1986.277, S1986.278)
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